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A complicated Question: IN STAIINfti 

By Alfred BUROISTER

(The author of this article is well-known Se the readers of SZ

for his articles which he publishes under the pen-name Alfred

BURMEISTER. His parents held a cardinal place in the Soviet hier-

areay and fell victims lotto the STALIN terror in 1937, like the

author who spent the years 1938 tc 1946 in Siberian oamps).

(Extract)

"The liquidation of the Old Party Guard by STALIN was much dis-

approved of by the Party as well as by the foreign communist par-

ties. Cautiously, very cautiously, ;reparations are being made in

this field,too. If KOSSIOR and ANTOI0V-OV8EYEKKO had not been mem-

bers of the executive of the Party, there would have probably been

no MAKHNOV and no PETLYURA(leaders of Ukrainian bands—The Editorial

Office)--this had been written by a "MOSCOW historian" whose "um-

MARXIST scribbling" was now branded by NUMMI. During the realiza-

tion of the first Five-Year Plan KOSSIOR and ANTONOV-OVSEYENKO--

both of them disappeared in 1937 without trial—were party boeses

who enjoyed great popularity among the communist youth of Russia

and the Ukraine. However, the young people of that time are today

leading and the most active members of the Party organization. The

effect which the mentioning of the two names had to produce, had

been precisely calculated, like the public statement that an inter-

national commission has now disapproved the disbandment of the Po-

lish Communist Party in the pear 193e. But it is also calculated

for effect when in his speech KHRUSHOHEV does not forget to put .

the unity of the Party down to "the liquidation of the TROTSKYIST,

BUKHARINIST, and middles class-nationalist enemies of the people".

Today Pravda"Truth" catches up this idea in its editorial once more.
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